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INTRODUCTION
With an ever increasing number of mobile
devices and the resulting explosive growth of
mobile traffic, 5G networks call for various tech-
nology advances to transmit traffic more effec-
tively while changing the world by interconnect-
ing a tremendous number of mobile devices.
However, mobile devices have limited communi-
cation and computation capabilities in terms of
computation power, memory, storage, and ener-
gy. In addition to the broadband bandwidth sup-
port from 5G, cloud computing needs to be
utilized to enable mobile devices to obtain virtu-
ally unlimited dynamic resources for computa-
tion, storage, and service provisioning that will
overcome the constraints in smart mobile devices
[1]. Thus, the combination of 5G and cloud com-
puting technology is paving the way for more
attractive applications that involve compute-
intensive task execution at “small” devices car-
ried by mobile users who enjoy “large”
capabilities enabled through the new technolo-
gies.

ABSTRACT
As mobile devices are equipped with more

memory and computational capability, a novel
peer-to-peer communication model for mobile
cloud computing is proposed to interconnect
nearby mobile devices through
various short range radio com-
munication technologies to form
mobile cloudlets, where every
mobile device works as either a
computational service provider or a client of a
service requester. Though this kind of computa-
tion offloading benefits compute-intensive appli-
cations, the corresponding service models and
analytics tools are remaining open issues. In this
paper we categorize computation offloading into
three modes: remote cloud service mode, con-
nected ad hoc cloudlet service mode, and oppor-
tunistic ad hoc cloudlet service mode. We also
conduct a detailed analytic study for the pro-
posed three modes of computation offloading at
ad hoc cloudlet.

With the support of mobile cloud computing
(MCC) [2], a mobile user basically has one more
option to execute the computation of their appli-
cations, i.e., offloading the computation to the
cloud [3]. Thus, one principal problem is: under
what conditions should the mobile user offload
the required computation to the cloud [4]. An
illustrative scenario of computation offloading to
a remote cloud is shown in Fig. 1a, where the
user is covered by WiFi. Since the terminal
device at the user end has limited resources, i.e.,
hardware, energy, bandwidth, etc., the cellphone
itself is infeasible to finish some compute-inten-
sive task. Instead, the data related to the compu-
tation task can be offloaded to the remote cloud
via WiFi which is free of charge. After the exe-
cution of the computation task in the remote
cloud, the computation result will be sent back
to the user’s cellphone. We call this conventional
computation offloading mode “remote cloud ser-
vice” (RCS), as shown in Fig. 1. Typically, WiFi
is used in RCS and user mobility is strictly limit-
ed to areas covered by WiFi. In the case that a
mobile user moves into an outdoor environment
without WiFi coverage, the computation task
must be offloaded to the remote cloud via a cel-
lular network, which results in high communica-
tion cost. Compared with traffic offloading [5, 6],

applications involving computa-
tion offloading usually are more
delay-sensitive. Thus, how to
design a cost-effective computa-
tion offloading service mode

while achieving good quality of experience
(QoE) becomes an important problem to be
solved in this work.

As mobile devices are equipped with increased
memory and computational capability, a novel
peer-to-peer communication model for MCC is
proposed to interconnect nearby mobile devices
through various short-range radio communica-
tion technologies (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth, etc.) to
form mobile cloudlets, where a mobile device
can work as either a computational service
provider or a client of a service requester [7]. In
recent years, direct short range communications
between cellular devices, known as device-to-
device communications (D2D), has been widely
studied, with a comprehensive discussion of relat-
ed usage cases and business models given in [8].
In [9], a fundamental question while utilizing a
cloudlet is proposed as follows: whether and
under what conditions a mobile cloudlet is feasi-
ble for providing mobile application services. To
answer the question, cloudlet size, a cloudlet
node’s lifetime and reachable time are defined.
However, computation offloading is only allowed
when a computation node (i.e., a cloudlet service
requester) stays in contact with a service node
(i.e., a cloudlet service provider) [9]. In this
paper, we denote the previous computation
offloading mode for cloudlet assisted service as
“connected ad hoc cloudlet service” (CCS).

Under CCS mode, the computation task is
offloaded to another local cloudlet node when
there are available D2D connectivities during
the whole procedure, including computation
offloading, computation execution, and compu-
tation feedback. Though local D2D connectivity
might be unavailable due to network dynamics,
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one advantage of employing CCS is the lower
communication cost and short transmission delay
compared to the case when the computation task
is offloaded to a remote cloud.

In this paper, we articulate the features of
RCS and CCS modes as follows:

RCS mode: With the support of stable 3G/4G,
computation nodes offload their computation
tasks to a remote cloud at any time. The advan-
tage of this mode includes high reliability during
the provisioning of on-demand services. The dis-
advantage is the unpleasant cost incurred by
using cellular network resources, as shown in
Fig. 1b.

CCS mode: After available D2D connectivity
is built up between a computation node and a
service node, the energy cost is economical since
local wireless (e.g., WiFi) can be utilized for con-
tent delivery and whatever direct communica-
tions can be involved to complete the execution
of a computational task. The limitation of CCS
mode is the strict requirement on the contact
duration between a computation node and a ser-
vice node to guarantee enough processing time
for the offloaded computational task. Once a
computation node and a service node are discon-
nected due to mobility or other network dynam-
ics while the offloaded computational task is not
finished, the computation execution is failed.

Thus, the major focus of previous work is to
minimize the cost by finding an optimal tradeoff
between CCS mode and RCS mode. As shown
in Table 1, either RCS mode or CCS mode has
the disadvantage of high cost or limited mobility.
In order to solve this issue, this paper proposes
“opportunistic ad hoc cloudlet service” (OCS)
modes, which are further classified into three

categories: OCS (back & forth), OCS (one way-
3G/4G), and OCS (one way-WiFi). Table 1 com-
pares the features of various computation
offloading service modes in terms of different
performance metrics such as cost, scalability,
mobility support, freedom of service node, and
computation duration.

In summary, the contributions of this paper
include:
• We summarize the existing categories of

computation offloading via a cloudlet or
the cloud as CCS mode or RCS mode.

• The features of existing computation
offloading modes are analyzed, and a novel
computation offloading mode named OCS
is proposed.

• We differentiate the two cases where sub-
tasks can be cloned or not in OCS and pro-
pose the optimization problem for schedul-
ing sub-tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. We first present the OCS architecture.
Next, we analyze the issues of the OCS architec-
ture and describe optimization problems in
OCS. We then conclude the paper.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND ARCHITECTURE
In this paper we propose a novel service mode
for cloudlet-assisted computing by considering
the following realistic scenario. The typical con-
tact duration might be too short to guarantee a
valid computation offloading, execution, and
result feedback under CCS mode. However, it is
reasonable to presume that the contact duration
is enough to transmit the content associated with
the computation to the service node via D2D

Figure 1. Illustration of computation offloading through remote cloud service mode.
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Table 1. A comparison of service modes for task offloading.

Structure Service mode Cost Scalability Mobility
support

Freedom of
service node

Computation
duration

Remote cloud
RCS (3G/4G) High Coarse High N/A Medium

RCS (WiFi) Low Coarse Low N/A Medium

Ad hoc cloudlet

CCS Low Coarse Low Low Low

OCS (back & forth) Low Medium Medium Medium High

OCS (one way-3G/4G) Medium Fine High High High

OCS (one way-WiFi) Low Fine High High High
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connectivity. After the connection between the
computation node and the service node is over,
the computation is still processed in the service
node for a certain amount of time until the sub-
task execution is finished. We call this new ser-
vice mode “opportunistic ad hoc cloudlet
service” (OCS). The basic idea of OCS is the
utilization of the opportunistic contacts among a
computation node and service nodes while not
limiting the mobility of the user. It is assumed
that each computation task has a certain dead-
line, by the end of which the computation result
should be sent back from the service nodes to
the computation node. Based on the locations of
the service node, there are three possible scenarios:
• Meeting a computation node again.
• Losing D2D connectivity with a computa-

tion node while seeking help from 3G/4G.
• Losing connectivity with a computation

node while WiFi is available.
Corresponding to the above three scenarios,

we divide OCS service modes into the following
three categories.

OCS (back & forth): In [10], Li et al. pro-
posed a mobility-assisted computation offloading
scheme, which calculates the probability of meet-
ing twice between a computation node-service
node pair. To calculate the probability, the
statistics of node mobility are used. Before the
computation task deadline, once a service node
meets a computation node again while the exe-
cution of the allocated sub-task is finished, the
sub-task result can be successfully sent to the
computation node. We call this computation
offloading service mode via ad hoc cloudlet as
“back-and-forth service in cloudlet.” However,
user mobility under this mode is typically limited
within a certain area, in order to guarantee the
second meeting between the computation node
and the service node. The mobility support of
OCS (back & forth) mode should be higher than
that of CCS and RCS (WiFi). Thus, the rank of
mobility support is marked as “medium” in
Table 1.

OCS (one way-3G/4G): It is challenging to
achieve cost-effective computation offloading
without sacrificing mobility support and the
mobile nodes’ freedom, i.e., a service node might
roam to another cell. For the sake of generality,
let us consider the scenario without WiFi cover-
age, where a service node needs to upload the
sub-task result to the cloud via 3G/4G. Typically,
the data size of the sub-task result (Sresult

sub-tk) is
smaller than the size of the original sub-task that
a service node receives (i.e., Srecv

sub-tk). Let r denote
the ratio of Sresult

sub-tk and Srecv
sub-tk. The lower r is, the

better the performance of OCS (one way 3G/4G)
mode will be.

OCS (one way-WiFi): In the case that the ser-
vice node roams to a different cell that is cov-
ered by WiFi, e.g., the mobile user goes back
home, the sub-task result can be uploaded to the
cloud via WiFi. For most practical values of r,
the communication cost under this service mode
is between RCS (WiFi) and RCS (3G/4G).

Figure 2 shows illustrative examples to
explain the above three OCS service modes.
Rachel gets a compute-intensive task, which is
infeasible to be executed in a timely manner by
her own mobile phone. Within the range of D2D
connectivity, Rachel has four friends named
Bob, Eva, Cindy, and Suri, whose mobile phones
are in idle status. Thus, Rachel divides the com-
putation task into four sub-tasks, and forwards
the corresponding contents to their four mobile
phones via D2D links, respectively. Cindy does
not move much, and keeps connectivity with
Rachel. After execution, Cindy’s sub-task result
is sent to Rachel directly under either CCS or
OCS (back & forth) service mode. In compari-
son, Bob and Suri move to another cell before
the end of the sub-task execution. Thus, they use
OCS (one way-3G/4G) service mode to upload
the sub-task result to the cloud. As for Eva, let
us assume she comes back to her home with
WiFi support, thus utilizing OCS (one way-
WiFi) service mode.

Since OCS does not require that both the
computation node and the service nodes should
keep in contact or locate in a certain area, it has
higher scalability. In fact, OCS is especially use-
ful in some applications where the size of the
data content associated with a task is large while
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Table 2. Definition of terminologies.

Terminology Definition

Computation task Workflow with a certain amount of data associated with a computation

Computation node A node that has a computation task to be executed, it can also be called
task node

Service node A node that is available to provide service for a computation node to han-
dle an allocated sub-task

Sub-task Multiple sub-tasks consist of a computation task

Sub-task result The execution result of a sub-task by a service node

RCS
A computation offloading service mode, where the computation task is
uploaded to a remote cloud, then the computation result is sent back to a
computation node

CCS A computation offloading service mode, which requires a computation
node always keep connectivity with a service node 

OCS A computation offloading service mode, which mainly utilizes the oppor-
tunistic contacts among a computation node and service nodes

Back & forth Service node meets twice with a computation node, which enables the
submission of the sub-task result in the second meeting

One way-3G/4G When the sub-task is finished, a service node is out of connectivity with a
computation node while the cellular network is available

One way-WiFi When the sub-task is finished, a service node is out of connectivity with a
computation node while WiFi is available

Computation allocation The method by which a computation node allocates multiple sub-tasks

Computation classification The mechanism to classify the computation task based on the feature of
the sub-task

D2D Device to device communication method

eNB Evolved node base station
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the size of the result data is relatively small.
Given the application of image segmentation as
an example, the size of pictures generated by an
image sensor of the mobile device can be large.
Thus, transmitting the whole picture to the cloud
via a 3G/4G link consumes a large amount of
valuable bandwidth and energy. Under OCS
(one way-3G/4G) mode, the computation node
first delivers the whole picture along with image
segmentation code to a service node via D2D
links. After performing the segmentation code
for the whole picture, only a certain region of
interest (ROI) in the picture is obtained as the
computation result. Uploading the small size of
ROI to the cloud via 3G/4G link leads to the
reduction of communication cost compared to
RCS mode, while OCS offers more freedom for
the computation node and the service node with-
out the requirement of a strict contact duration
compared to CCS mode. Moreover, RCS mode
is usually not viable in some emergent situations
such as disaster recovery and medical emergency
handling in outdoor environments. By compari-
son, OCS mode is more flexible to overcome this
problem. Therefore, OCS mode can be consid-
ered as a novel compromise between CCS mode
and RCS mode, which achieves more flexibility
and cost effectiveness to enable a more energy-
efficient and intelligent strategy for computation
offloading by the use of a cloudlet. To our best
knowledge, this paper is the first to propose
OCS mode. In order to provide insight when
using this new computation offloading mode, we
build a mathematical model and present solu-
tions to a few optimal problems. In the proposed
OCS mode, we make the following assumptions:
• A computation task can be divided into

multiple sub-tasks.
• Depending on specific applications, the sub-

tasks are different from each other or identical.
• The content delivery for a sub-task can be

finished during a short contact period
between the computation node and the ser-
vice node, while the computation execution
incurs relatively longer delay.

• Each service node can only be utilized for
one sub-task.

• We do not consider packet loss and the
communication cost to be decided by the
amount of data transferred in the network.

ANALYSIS FOR THE OCS MODE
Before the analysis for OCS mode, we present
some assumptions, based on which the following
issues are considered in terms of computation
allocation and classification.

COMPUTATION ALLOCATION
Before offloading the computation task to the ad
hoc cloudlet, the principal problem for the com-
putation node is how to divide the computation
task into a certain number of sub-tasks. This
problem is related to the number of service
nodes (Nsn), as well as their processing capabili-
ties. Intuitively, the larger Nsn is, the higher
accumulated capacity of computation that the
cloudlet possesses, and the computation dura-
tion will be shorter.

However, it is critical to decide an optimal

number of sub-tasks, and the following strategies
can be considered:
• If we assume that the number of nodes with-

in the same cell is stable in a certain period
(e.g. a day), the node number can be esti-
mated by the number counted in the last
period. The number of sub-tasks can be the
same as the number of service nodes.

• Based on social networks, the relationships
among users can be extracted. Usually, the
service nodes that have strong connections
with the computation node are more likely
to accept the sub-task assignments.
Once we know the number of sub-tasks, the

remaining problem is to decide how to divide
the computation task. There are several ways to
allocate the computation sub-tasks:

Static Allocation: For general cases, the com-
putation node does not know the computational
capability of the service nodes. Thus, for the
sake of simplicity, we assume the capability of all
service nodes is similar. The computation node
assigns sub-tasks equally among service nodes.
However, the weak point of this strategy is that
the computation duration is calculated based on
the worst delay by a bottleneck service node.

Dynamic Allocation: More realistically, the
capabilities of the service nodes should be differ-
ent. When the information of the service nodes
in terms of processing capability can be obtained,
we can achieve the assignment of sub-tasks more
intelligently. Typically, if the capability is higher,
sub-tasks with heavier computation load will be
allocated.

COMPUTATION CLASSIFICATION
For computation classification, we further divide
the sub-tasks based on the following two situa-
tions: the sub-tasks are different from each
other, or the sub-tasks can be cloned to each
other.

Opportunistic ad hoc cloudlet service without
computation task clone: Given an example sce-
nario as shown in Fig. 3a, Rachel has 10 pic-
tures, each of which contains a special ROI. If
the dynamic method is used, the computation
node (corresponding to Rachel) can divide the
computation task (i.e., handling the 10 pictures)

Figure 2. Illustration of the computation offloading at ad hoc cloudlet.
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into four sub-tasks with various set of pictures
which are assigned to Cindy, Bob, Suri, and Eva,
respectively. Each person has a different smart
phone with specific computational capability. As
an example, Cindy and Bob get three and two
pictures, while Suri and Eva are allocated one
and four pictures, respectively. Obviously, the
four sub-tasks are different in two ways. First,
the number of pictures that each sub-task con-
tains is different; second, each picture is differ-
ent. After ROIs are segmented, they will be sent
back to the computation node.

Opportunistic ad hoc cloudlet service with
computation task clone: In some applications,
a computation task can be divided into numer-
ical equivalent sub-tasks. For this case, after a
service node receives a sub-task, the sub-task
content can be cloned and offloaded to anoth-
er service node, which is similar to the epi-
demic model in online social  network.  As
shown in Fig. 3b, the sub-task containing the
same content is duplicated to nearby service
nodes, in order to accelerate the execution of
the computation task. Regarding energy con-
sumption, the cost will  be decreased since
D2D is utilized during the flooding of the sub-
tasks. There are two important parameters for
building the model in this situation: the initial
number of computation nodes, and the current
number of service nodes that have the sub-
tasks.

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM IN OCS
As shown in Table 1, different service modes
have both advantages and disadvantages. Trade-
offs arise when we need to provide users with
high QoE, while saving communication cost and
maintaining a degree of scalability to enable a
wide range of intelligent applications.

In this section cost under these different
service modes will be analyzed. Let us consider
the scenario where M nodes exist in the cell
and WiFi is not available by default (if the sit-
uation has WiFi, we use WiFi first). For the
sake of simplicity, assume there is only one
computation node, which has a computation
task with a total size of computation load Q.
The task can be divided into n sub-tasks.
Assume each service node can process xi work-
load in dynamic allocation, then n

i=1 xi = Q.
The energy cost includes three parts, i.e., com-
putation offloading, computation execution,
and computation feedback.

RCS: Let Ecell
nc denote the per unit communi-

cation cost from the computation node to the
cloud; let Ecell

cn denote the per unit communica-
tion cost for cloud-based result feedback; let
Eproc

cloud denote the per unit energy cost for pro-
cessing the computation task in the cloud. Then
the total cost in RCS can be calculated as:

(1)

CCS: The major energy consumption is
caused by D2D communications and the energy
required to periodically probe the surrounding
nodes. Let ED2D denote the per unit communi-
cation cost from the computation node to the
service node; let Eproc

node denote the per unit
energy cost for the service node to process a
sub-task locally; let r denote the probing cost
per time unit; let t* represent the task duration
for a successful computation offloading. Please
note that t* is related to the average meeting
rate of two nodes in the cell, which is denoted
as l. Then,
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Figure 3. Illustration of sub-task offloading in opportunistic ad hoc cloudlet service: (a)without computation task clone; (b) with com-
putation task clone
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(2)

OCS: If we consider a typical scenario where
WiFi is not available and a service node roams
to another cell, there are two cases exist: OCS
(back & forth) and OCS (one-way-3G/4G). In
the case of OCS (back & forth), we need to con-
sider the probability (P, 0 £ P £ 1) of the service
node meeting the computation node twice, where
D2D canbe utilized to deliver the sub-task result.
Otherwise, the cellular network is the only
option to deliver the sub-task result in OCS
(one-way-3G/4G). Then,

(3)

Typically, the cost for a service node to
offload computation task to the cloud or for the
cloud to send back the computation result to the
computation node via 3G/4G is larger than the
D2D cost, i.e., Ecell

nc, Ecell
cn > ED2D, and the pro-

cessing cost in a service node is larger than in
the cloud, i.e., Eproc

node > Eproc
cloud. Thus, considering

energy and delay under various scenarios, it is
expected that flexible trade-offs should be
achieved according to specific application
requirements. Figure 4a shows the comparison
of energy cost under RCS and OCS modes. The
cost of RCS is represented by the solid blue
curve, while the other lines represent the cost of
offloading by the use of OCS mode with various r.
As Ecell

nc, Ecell
cn > ED2D, when r is less than 1,

OCS mode always has lower cost than RCS.
However, when r is larger than 1, the cost of
OCS increases with the increase of r, and the
rate of growth is larger than the rate of growth
with RCS. Furthermore, when ED2D increases,
the cost of OCS becomes larger. In summary,
OCS outperforms RCS in the following cases, as
shown in Fig. 4a:

1) ED2D = 0.5, r < 2.
2) ED2D = 1, r < 1.15.
3) ED2D = 1.5, r < 0.5.
In Fig. 4b the cost of CCS and OCS is com-

pared. Among the three schemes, OCS with com-
putation clone exhibits the lowest cost and always
outperforms the other schemes, because OCS with
clone yields the fastest speed to complete the sub-
tasks. When 0.00002 £ l £ 0.00014, CCS outper-
forms OCS without computation clone in terms of
energy cost, since OCS without computation clone
needs to upload sub-task results to the cloud while
CCS saves this cost. When l increases, the contact
duration becomes smaller, which may cause the
failure of sub-task’s execution in CCS. Thus, when
l is larger than 0.00014, OCS without computa-
tion clone performs better than CCS.

Figure 4c shows the comparison of computa-
tion duration with OCS and CCS modes. Given
a fixed l, the computation duration of OCS is
shorter than that of CCS. With the increase of l,
OCS yields better delay performance, because
the frequency of the computation node meeting
the service nodes increases with a larger l. For
CCS, the computation duration gradually decreas-

es from a small l (e.g., 0.00002 to 0.0001). How-
ever, with the continuous increase of l, the com-
putation duration of CCS starts to raise again,
because the contact duration (meeting time)
becomes smaller, which causes insufficient con-
tact time to enable a successful sub-task offload-
ing, execution, and feedback. As discussed above,
we can draw the conclusion that:
• RCS mode: If the computation task is high-
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ly sensitive to delay, and the user can afford
a higher cost to achieve good QoE by the
use of 3G/4G RCS can be a good option.

• CCS mode: If the the computation node has
a major concern in terms of communication
cost while the movement of the service
node is limited, CCS is a good choice.

• OCS mode: If the size of the computation
result is much smaller than the size of the
computation task, i.e., r is lower, OCS is
more cost-effective while enabling maxi-
mum freedom for the computation node
and the service nodes.

CONCLUSION
With an ever-increasing number of mobile
devices and the resulting explosive growth in
mobile traffic, the 5G networking system should
be re-designed with more efficient resource uti-
lization. One advanced technology to cope with
the growing traffic and the associated computa-
tion demand is to offload computation intelli-
gently. In this article we propose a novel service
mode for cloudlet-assisted computing.

We call this new service mode “opportunistic
ad hoc cloudlet service” (OCS). We categorize
computation offloading into three modes:
remote cloud service (RCS), connected ad hoc
cloudlet service (CCS), and OCS. In the design
spectrum, the OCS mode can be treated as an
intermediate mode between CCS mode and
RCS mode, thus yielding more flexibility and
cost effectiveness to enable a more energy-effi-
cient and intelligent strategy for computation
offloading through the use of an ad hoc cloudlet.
To the best of our knowledge, this article is the
first to propose the OCS mode. In order to pro-
vide insights for facilitating the utilization of the
newly proposed OCS mode, we build up a gen-
eral and novel mathematical model, based on
which optimal problems are formulated and
solved.
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